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Malcolm Shifrin
Ephemeral documents of an ephemeral institution: researching the Victorian Turkish bath

I first went to a Turkish bath in the early 195os when
I was in my late teens. It was the wonderful Fitzroy
Doll creation in the basement of the Imperial Hotel in
London's Russell Square. London was at that time a reg
ular overnight stop en route from my Liverpool home
to wherever I happened to be going. I would spend an
afternoon listening to 78s at HMV in Oxford Street
and then walk down to Russell Square. I could take a
Turkish bath and sleep overnight for 12/6d (62/p) and,
for a few pence extra, be served with hot coffee and
toast when I woke up, totally refreshed and completely
relaxed, the following morning.

If only I had been interested in the history of
Victorian Turkish baths then! For the Imperial Turkish
baths are no longer in existence, demolished in 1966
and replaced by a concrete monstrosity of a build-
ing. The Victorian Society, set up after the culturally
barbaric demolition of Euston Arch four years earlier,
mounted a brave campaign to try to save the hotel and
its baths, but they were still finding their feet at that
time and were not yet as experienced as they now are.

All that remains easily visible today is the remnant
of a mosaic sign in the pavement pointing towards
the erstwhile entrance to the Turkish baths the very
sign featured on the cover of The Ephemerist dated
December 1995 which included an article by me called
'Some like it (very) hot' about Victorian Turkish bath
ephemera.

In those days I knew nothing about ephemera,
and very little about Victorian Turkish baths; thirteen
years later I fear that I still know almost nothing about
ephemera, but I have managed to find out quite a bit
about 'the bath'. In my original article I emphasized
that as a historian, my interest lay in the information
content of ephemera because, I wrote in all innocence,
'I cannot really call myself a collector'. I do not need to
explain to readers of this journal how, unbeknownst,
the collecting mania takes hold of an otherwise sane
person. I can only consider myself fortunate, for the
sake of my finances, that so few items relating to
Turkish baths seem to turn up.

And looking at some of the items which I have
acquired since then, I have to admit that, in general, it
remains the information content which is of primary
importance to me; there seem to be very few items
which are beautiful or as attractive in appearance as,
for example, the cycling Christmas cards illustrating
D. E. Twitchett's article (Ephemerist 135) or those taken
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from Michael Twyman's review of The colour explosion
(Ephemerist 135).

Nevertheless, I feel it may still be worth presenting
a few of these items because it is always impossible
to predict what it is that people might find interesting.
I remember how, at a 197o librarians' conference on
cataloguing non-book materials, one of the speakers
related how he was trying to index a photograph of
Trafalgar Square an indexing problem which has not
yet been solved. Having made entries under London
squares, the Battle of Trafalgar, Nelson, lions, the
National Gallery, and so on, he thought he had indexed
everything anyone might look for. But a visitor being
shown round the cataloguing department caught sight
of the photograph and exclaimed in amazement, 'Good
grief, I had no idea that type of pigeon was to be found
so far south of Aberdeen'.

So perhaps some of the ephemera in my information
armoury might be of interest even to those left com
pletely cold by the normally hot Victorian Turkish bath.

For those who are not Turkish bath aficionados, or
who have not seen the earlier article, it might be help
ful to emphasise that there is no steam in a Victorian
Turkish bath. For this is a type of bath (also built after
the Victorian era) in which the bather sweats freely in
a room which is heated by a continuous flow of hot
dry air (or in two or three such rooms at progressively
higher temperatures). The hot rooms are followed by a
full body wash (sometimes preceded by a cold plunge),
then by a massage (usually called shampooing), and
finally by a period of relaxation in a cooling-room.

It is true that some Turkish bath establishments also
have (Russian) steam baths, but these are additional
to the Turkish bath process and not part of it. In spite
of its name because the origin of the bath is Roman
rather than Turkish the Victorian Turkish bath is
quite different from an Islamic hammam, in which
bathers wash themselves within the hot rooms, making
them very humid, not to say steamy. The first Victorian
Turkish bath was built in Ireland in 1856 and for this
reason, in Germany and elsewhere on the continent,
such baths are often called Irish-Roman baths.

Returning now to the Turkish baths at the Imperial
Hotel where I had my introduction to the bath, it has
to be admitted that here the rigour of a historian's
approach has been overcome by nostalgia. Yet attempt
ing to describe this amazing interior situated in the
heart of twentieth century London, and the effect it had



1. Imperial Turkish Baths: cooling-room, 242 x 172 mm

on me as a teenager, is complicated by the fact that it
has always been difficult to find a good picture of the
inside of the baths.

Very small images were published on the hotel let
terheads and in the small-sized booklets that turn up
from time to time, but not until very recently did I
find a clearer photograph, part of a larger advertising
leaflet, the pages of which had been separated and
tipped into a copy of Dear old London, published in
1925 by the Homeland Association. The book had been
rubber stamped 'ss "ORBITA NOT TO BE TAKEN AWAY', an
instruction which had clearly been ignored (by a proto
ephemerist?). The photograph shows, on the pillars
between the balconies, small statues, some of which still
exist watching over the courtyard of the new Imperial
Hotel and, perhaps, mourning the disappearance of
past glories (fig. 1). At the far end of the coolingroom
is a plate glass screen and bathers were able to swim
under this into the first hot room. On the balconies
were couches for those who wished to rest, or sleep
overnight.

Photographs of the interiors of Victorian Turkish
baths were rare until local authorities started to include
them in self-congratulatory booklets published to

2. Stereocard by Alfred Seaman of unknown Turkish bath, 87 x177 mm

mark their opening. For this reason, the stereo card of
the recumbent cooling bather is unusual (fig. 2). The
image itself has been ascribed to the stereo photogra
pher Alfred Seaman by John Bradley, a specialist on
Seaman's work. The identification of the Turkish bath
remains a mystery though Bradley tells me that the
negative number suggests that the photograph was
taken in Dublin.

Photographs of the exterior of Turkish bath build
ings are much easier to find, though it is difficult to
identify exactly where the Turkish bath is when
such an extensive view has been fitted into an image
on a card measuring only 2 x 3 inches. But there is
no mystery about the location on the card shown in
figure 3, clearly identified as 'St Ann's Hill Hydropathic
Establishment', which was owned by Dr Richard Barter.

Here, at Blarney in County Cork, Ireland, several
years earlier, was built the first Turkish' bath in the
British Isles since Roman times. Dr Barter had read
about the bath in David Urquhart's book The pillars of
Hercules and invited the author to St Ann's to help him
build one. Much experimentation was required before
the outcome was successful. The first fully functional
Turkish bath to be used by patients at the hydro was

3. St Ann's Hydropathic Establishment, Blarney, Co Cork, Ireland,
63x94 mm
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4. Nevill's Turkish Baths: a cooling-room, 89 x 138 mm

designed by the doctor's nephew, an architect and sculp
tor also named Richard Barter.

Dr Barter was responsible for the spread of the bath
throughout Ireland, and Urquhart, with the help of his
workingmen's foreign affairs committees, was respon
sible for its introduction into the remainder of the
kingdom, and throughout the empire, Europe, and the
United States of America. Mr Barter designed further
baths at St Ann's and several others around Ireland, of
which the one at the seaside resort of Bray, built at a cost
of [1o,ooo and opened by the Earl of Meath in 1859, was
probably the largest and also the least successful.

With the advent of the picture postcard, some estab
lishments, the London chain of Nevill, for example, pub
lished photographs of several of their interiors, including
one showing the cooling-room at what was probably the
Harrow Road baths (fig. 4). The card, at first glance an
ordinary photograph, was printed by Ben & Cronin some
time around 1908. But all is not quite what it seems, for
a closer examination suggests that the attendant may
have been hand-drawn and super/imposed over the photo
graph at a later date. In 1885, another London chain,
the Savoy, announced the opening of their Savoy Hill
Turkish baths with a delightful folded card for which
line drawings were used in place of photographs, and
this preference was followed also with their later post
cards (figs. 91o). These baths, in which several of those
connected with the Gilbert and Sullivan operas were
shareholders, were the first to be completely lit by elec
tricity, and had a hot room where the temperature was
advertised as being 25or (i.e. more than 120c). Postcards
were a recognised medium for advertising Turkish baths,
even when the baths were part of a larger establishment,
such as a hotel or an ocean liner (fig. 5). The caption on
the reverse of a card published by the Luxor Baths Hotel
claims that it is The only modern Hotel that provides
FREE for its guests, the use of its Russian-Turkish Baths,
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Pine Steam Room and Swimming Pool' and the Turkish
hot room is one of four facilities illustrated (fig. 11).

The New Turkish Bath Hotel of Rochester, NY, chose
not to illustrate their baths, but in 191o posted monthly
calendar cards to prospective clients on the reverse of
which could be found the same manually typewritten
message:

The Turkish bath and
its accompaniments are a
luxury and a necessity.
We know that there are
thousands of men and
women in Rochester and
vicinity who have never
taken a Turkish bath.
We invite you to call
and inspect our estab
lishment.
44-46 N. Fitzhugh St.
"The very best in the State"
and right up to date.

Just as some hotels and liners boasted Turkish
baths among their facilities, so many stand-alone
Turkish baths also provided ancillary services. At David
Urquhart's Jermyn Street Hammam you could be tat
tooed; at Bolton, 'a chiropodist will be in attendance
at the Baths daily'; at Constantine's in Manchester you
could have your hair cut. But none could compete with
Roy's Turkish baths in Los Angeles which claimed to
have 'the largest and finest' barber shop in the world
and seeing their postcard, who could doubt it? (fig. 12]
But advertising postcards were in use many years

before pictures appeared on them. In 1876, Messrs
Parry and Lingard sent a targeted mailshot to Liverpool
doctors and surgeons in the hope that they might be
persuaded to recommend their new Central Turkish
Bath in Duke Street to their patients as a 'Curative,
Hygienic, and Luxurious Agent'. The postcards were

5. First Class Turkish baths on RMS Olympic, sister-ship to RMS
Titanic. 9o x 14o mm
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A BATH, INCLUDING THE SERVICES OF THE BARBER.

Open to Gentlemen constantly, except on Monday and
Thursday forenoon, when the Baths are

reserved for Ladies,

6. Bellevue Turkish Baths: complimentary admission card,
63x107 mm

BARTHOLOMEW'S
London Turkish Baths.-SECOND-CLASS TICKET, 1/6.,_
Thie Ticket entitles the holder to one Bath, such

'.Rx:"zt#::
the principal entrance, the Office, and the Bath Rooms;
ad Visitors are requested to make themselves ac
quainted with ouch Rule, and Regulations.

7. Bartholomew's
Turkish Baths,
London: entrance
ticket, 54 x 79 mm

slightly smaller than today's and each had a pre-printed
halfpenny postage stamp.

Such a card seems to have differed from a trade card
only in that it was sent through the mail rather than
given by hand and, as noted in The encyclopedia of
ephemera, nineteenth-century trade cards developed
differently in Britain and the United States. There
seems to be no British equivalent of the collectable
stock picture cards which businesses could overprint
with their own information.

The card shown from the Springfield Turkish
Baths is one of several different designs used by Mr
Pratt, their proprietor (fig. 13). All the relevant infor
mation about opening times is clearly overprinted on
an area designed for that purpose, while the reverse
is completely blank. The square card from Dr Miller's
Turkish, Electric and Roman Baths, is printed on both
sides with an image on the front (fig. 14) and the open
ing hours and other descriptive information on the
reverse, including an announcement that the baths
are 'again in operation, having been thoroughly reno
vated and newly painted, carpeted, and upholstered'.
Similarly, information about The Ladies Department
'under the especial supervision of Mrs G H Winkler' at
the Galt House Turkish Bath in Louisville, Kentucky, is
printed on the reverse of a fan-shaped stock card, the
design of which was copyrighted by John Gibson in
1880 (fig. 15).

Cards, similar in appearance to a standard British
business card, were sometimes given to specific individ
uals as complimentary tickets. Dis Lewis, the proprietor
of the Bellevue Turkish Baths in Boston, Mass, not only
offers Mr Stone a free Turkish bath, but also the serv
ices of the house barber. It is not known whether there
were separate cards offering free baths and the services
of the hair salon to women bathers, but somehow
this seems rather unlikely, given attitudes of the time
(fig. 6).

While thin card was used for complimentary
tickets, plain paper seems to have been the norm for
ordinary tickets such as the one from Bartholomew's
Turkish Baths in London's Leicester Square (fig. 7).
Nevertheless, it will not do for us to dismiss the value
of such humble ephemera for it would probably be pos
sible to buy at least one complete Turkish bath estab
lishment for the price recently paid for a similar paper
admission ticket, ordinary in every way except that it
was for the Turkish baths on the RMS Titanic.

Though not given to offering complimentary baths
to potential customers, many establishments, including
the Imperial Hotel, often gave away free book matches,
and this practice seems to have found favour in other
countries too (fig. 16).

Related to the complimentary ticket is the special
offer, or the announcement of lower admission charges.
In 1863, Dr Charles Shepard opened the very first
Victorian Turkish bath in the United States in a then
salubrious part of Brooklyn. It was extremely successful
and remained open till 1913 (fig. 8).

$e:,%4~ ""ierfection of lathing.

COME AND TRY A TURKISH BATH,
And receive a praetieal contradiction to the absurd

idea that ii is In any maimer a severe ordeal
through which to pass.

LADIES who have not tried it can have no
conception of the enhancement of their per
sonal charms consequent upon a frequent use
of the TURKISH JlA1'H. The sweet fragrance
from a perfectly clean and healthy body, is by
far superior to any cosmetic ever compounded.

A series of these Baths will cure nearly every
form of chronic disease.

Innumerable references can be given to cases
cured by the Bath, and Dr. SHEPARD will freely
advise with those who desire anv information re
garding its proper use.

inhabitants,-Dr, I'ile.

g Te Bath is a lurery free from vice, and may be
taken daily with increasing pleasure and benefit in health and
disease. Its mission is to suffering humanity, its objects are
the prolongatioa of life, the increase of human happiness,
ad the mitigation of human misery,Dr. Barter.
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New Nos. i and 83 Columbia Heights,

j3ROOKL.YN, l1 y,

3jcalthfal. cliluful.

8. Brooklyn Heights Turkish Baths: leaflet announcing reduced
prices on its inner pages. Outer pages shown here 152 x 126 mm
(126 x76 mm folded).
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9. Savoy Hill Turkish Baths:
folded card: outer pages,
88 x 146 mm (88 x 73 mm folded)

10. Savoy Hill Turkish Baths:
postcard view of interior,
89 x 140 mm

11. Luxor Baths Hotel: Turkish hot
room, 89 x 139 mm --;.. SWIMMING P
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12. Roy's Turkish Baths,
Los Angeles: barber shop,
88 x 139 mm

15. Galt House Turkish Bath: fan
shaped picture card, 8o mm radius
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13. Springfield Turkish Baths: picture card, 69 x 108 mm
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14. Dr Miller's Turkish, Electric and Roman
Baths: picture card, 86 x 90 mm

16. Book match covers: Imperial Hotel, London,
120 x 39 mm , and Luxor Baths, Patterson, Nj, rn x 40 mm
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Why go away for a Cre?

A. R. JAMES, Proprietor.

Telephone: Frobisher 3044,

17. James's Hydro, London: booklet, 213 x 140 mm

In 1870 Dr Miller (whose square card we have
already seen) opened his new Turkish baths in
Manhattan. It may be that some of Shepard's custom
ers had taken to bathing at Miller's after work before
returning home to Brooklyn, instead of afterwards at
Shepard's. But for whatever reason, Shepard decided
it was time to reduce his charges, publicising this by
means of a simple folded leaflet which also acted as
general publicity material.

Publicity for individual Turkish baths was most fre
quently distributed by means of single or double sided
leaflets, though larger establishments would produce
meatier booklets, often illustrated, and almost always
overladen with testimonials from satisfied customers.
Archibald James was an experienced proprietor who
had owned Turkish baths in several places before he
moved to London in 19o3. There he bought an exist
ing establishment close to Earls Court Tube station and
renamed it James's Hydro. Twenty or so years later he
produced a 48 page booklet promoting the baths, with
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several pages of photographs. But the cover was a non
photographic illustration which seemed to be trying to
sell some fantastic dream rather than a simple Turkish
bath (fig. 17). He probably knew what he was doing
the baths remained open till 1941 and probably closed
only because of the war.

As a retired librarian, I disapprove of separating
the pages of rare old directories although I am quite
as weak as the next collector when I spot something
of interest. Yet there is an important question for pur
chasers of such items: are pages removed from printed
serial publications or from books intended as artefacts
of record really, in the words of Maurice Rickards,
'the minor transient documents of everyday life' which
we should be collecting as ephemerists? I think not.
However, as a historian rather than an ephemerist, I
simply cannot ignore the full page ad from the 1877
issue of the South Australian directory advertiser featur
ing the City Baths of Adelaide. One can only hope that
the proprietor gained solace enough from his Turkish
baths to compensate for his unhappy surname (fig. 18).

Although advertisements for Turkish baths are
not unknown in British theatre programmes, they
usually consist of single lines around the top or sides of
a page, or small boxes no larger than one sixteenth of a
page. But in Australia, full page ads can often be found.
The inside of a plain tiled hot room is rarely exciting,
unless exceptionally at places like Baden-Baden.
Cooling-rooms tend to be more often illustrated, as in
the advertisement for the Bjelke-Petersen Institute De
Luxe Turkish Baths placed in a programme from His
Majesty's Theatre, Melbourne (fig. 19). The dressing
cubicle passage seems intended to indicate how many
bathers could use the baths at the same time, though
it is, perhaps, a bit daunting?

The Institute and its baths were owned by a com
pany rather than an individual proprietor. Many such
companies existed, most of them small family-run con
cerns. But in Britain, the Joint Stock Companies Act of
1856 made it easier to set up limited liability companies
and issue shares to the general public. Such companies
would initially publish a prospectus, issue share certifi
cates, annual reports, statements of accounts, and (hope
fully) dividends, all of which are fodder for the collector
of ephemera. The Victorian share certificate was a far
more attractive document than today's computer gener
ated printouts. The printed Certificate No.758 issued by
the Brighton Turkish Bath Company Limited for one [1o
share was printed on watermarked paper (rather like the
old {s note), personally signed by the company secretary
and two other directors, with handwritten date, and
completed with an embossed company seal (fig. 20).
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18. City Baths, Adelaide: advertisement from the South
Australian directory advertiser, 218 x 132 mm

19. Bjelke-Petersen Institute Turkish Baths: advertisement
in theatre programme, 188 x 125 mm

20. Brighton Turkish Bath Company Ltd: share certificate, 152 x 193 mm
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21. Turkish Bath Company of Dublin Ltd: dividend
letter, 180 x 114 mm
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23. White & Wright: receipt for sale of [portable] Turkish bath,
260 x 203 mm
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22. Letter from Phl 8t tp urne-Jones (part), 177 x 224 mm



Victorian companies typically had fewer sharehold
ers than later ones, making it easier for business to
be conducted by means of handwritten letters before
the widespread introduction of the typewriter. Each
shareholder in the Turkish Bath Company of Dublin,
for example, would have received a handwritten letter,
every six months, enclosing a dividend cheque (fig. 21).

A handwritten document relating to the Turkish
bath is, of course, especially to be appreciated. It builds
a link between someone known about and the tempo
rary guardian of the document a link which seems,
perhaps illogically, to be very personal. Pride of place
amongst ephemera in this collection is a letter of 3o
October 189o from Philip Burne-Jones, lesser-known
artist son of the pre-Raphaelite painter Edward (fig. 22).
Not only does he enquire whether the recipient, a Mrs
Hamilton, and her husband have 'boiled yourselves over

the Turkish bath', but he illustrates his enquiry indicat
ing, in the process, that he is referring to the portable
Turkish baths which were so popular at the turn of
the century and which could be easily purchased, by
post from the manufacturer, or from a specialist dealer
(fig. 23).

In the thirteen years since my original article, ten
Turkish baths have closed, leaving only fourteen still
open to the general public in England, and one in
Scotland. Only two of these were wholly built in the
Victorian era and two are currently under threat of clo
sure. So it seems important to collect ephemeral items
such as these before they too disappear. I am still, as
Honor Godfrey wrote in 1995, 'gathering information for
a forthcoming book'. In the meantime the story of the
Victorian Turkish bath is told rather more fully, and with
many more images, at www.victorianturkishbath.org ■


